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IT monitoring integration:
from zero to infinite in seconds
No time to waste. The world is vast and
you’ve got places to go. And so is your
IT infrastructure, a world in perpetual
expansion, with new sites to monitor every
day. Centreon Enterprise Plugin Pack (EPP)

*Enterprise Plugin Packs

is the ace up your sleeve – whether you’re
deploying a monitoring solution from scratch
or looking to add new assets to an existing
monitoring plan. No fancy open source
expertise necessary.

Integrate faster than you can say plugin
With Centreon Enterprise Plugin Packs
you can deploy your monitoring program
over hundreds of vendor domains (and still
counting) for immediate, wide and deep
monitoring reaching every nook and cranny
	
Vast library of Plugin Packs for your

operating systems, virtual and physical
servers, applications, software protocols
and services to network equipment,
databases and storage array

	
Newly available monitoring indicators

automatically show up

	
Easily installed and managed via a web

interface

of your ITOM and ITSM ecosystem - from
legacy to virtual. The more your company
works with a diverse and expansive IT
infrastructure, the more you stand to
generate scale and cost savings.
	
Regular enhancements and add-ons –

enriched, tested and fixed with contributions
from the open-source community

	
On-premise coverage with preconfigured

templates and scripts, hosts and services

	
Advanced performance indicators
	
Drill-down metrics – well beyond mere pings

and alerts

Pretested and validated
for reliable, instant use
Our experts test, validate and document
Plugin Packs so you don't waste days or
weeks in writing scripts to integrate
a new asset or application to your
monitoring regimen. Centreon EPP's
turnkey plugins have got you covered.

Leave nothing out
with Centreon EPP
Here’s just a sample of the
turnkey plugin domains
included:
	
Applications: MS Exchange, SAP Hana,

Cisco UCS, Lync, PeopleSoft, Citrix,
Alcatel, Polycom, Microsoft IIS, Tomcat,
Apache, Jboss, Nginx...

	
Networks: Aruba, Cisco, Alcatel, 3Com,

Juniper, D-Link, Riverbed, F5, Efficient IP,
Dell, HP, IBM, Sun Huawei, Brocade...

	
Databases: MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL,

MSSQL, Informix, Active Directory,
ElasticSearch...

	
Virtual Machines & Cloud: VMware,

Hyper-V, Nutanix, AWS...

	
OS: Linux, Windows, AIX, FreeBSD,

HP-UX, IBM AS400, Solaris...

	
Security: Fortinet, Palo Alto, TrendMicro,

Symantec, Bluecoat, CheckPoint, Arkoon,
Stonesoft, Safenet, Acme Packet...

	
Storage: Brocade, Netapp, Dell, Fujitsu,

IT monitoring
should never be a pain

HP 3PAR, Hitachi, Lenovo, Qnap,
Synology...

	
Other: Netbackup, Visual TOM,

CA Automic Dollar Universe...

Check out our
Plugin Packs
catalog online
Contact us to see how
Centreon can help:
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